
Humanities 4: 
Lectures 15-17 

Kant’s Ethics 



Purpose and Method: 

Transition from Common Sense to 
Philosophical Understanding of Morality  

Analysis of everyday moral concepts  

Main Questions:  

What is unconditionally good? 

Which actions have moral worth? 

What are our moral duties? (What to do?) 

What is of value in the world?

Method & Questions



Answers to Main Qs 

Answers: 
Good will (intentions, Principles, Character) 

What makes it good? not consequences 
Actions done from duty have moral worth 

not from inclinations 
Content of Morality: Categorical Imperative 

not Hypothetical Imperatives 
Basic Value: Humanity/Rationality/Autonomy



Groundwork I 

What might one think is unconditionally good? 
1. Talents of the Mind 
- intelligence, wit, judgment (Superpowers) 

2. Temperament 
- Courage, Perseverance (immortality) 

3. Gifts of Fortune 
- Power, Money, Happiness (Power, money, 

wellbeing) 



Arguments Against 

Are all of these Goods Unconditionally Good? 
I.e., are these goods good in every context? 
1. Talents of the Mind 
- Can be harmful if will is not good. 

2. Temperament 
- coolness of villain makes villain worse. 

3. Gifts of Fortune 
- Power obviously depends on one’s will. 
- Money can be put to bad use. 
- happiness, if not deserved, is not good. 
- condition of being worthy of happiness. 



What makes A Good 
will good? 

Its intrinsic Goodness 

Anti-consequentialist  

not effects/consequences  

not fitness in attaining some other end  

Why? It is better than what it might cause.  
Good, even if one’s will is ineffectual.  

“It would, like a jewel, still shine”  

“Its usefulness or fruitlessness can 
neither augment nor diminish its value” 



Which Actions have 
moral worth? 

Concept of duty includes concept of good will 
Actions contrary to duty have no moral worth 
Actions in mere conformity to duty have no mw 

No immediate inclination 
shopkeeper 

immediate inclination 
self-preservation 

Actions from duty 
against inclination? 
Why? otherwise, only contingent connection 



Why do they have mw? 

“An action from duty has its moral worth not in 
the purpose to be attained by it, but in the 
maxim in accordance with which it is decided on”  

again, not effects, but principle of volition  

motivations, not results  

Definition of duty: “the necessity of an action 
done from respect for law”  

“respect” for law vs. satisfaction of desire  

desires could be satisfied without rat. will  

But what is “law” for which we have respect?



Categorical Imperative 

K distinguishes between Hypothetical and 
Categorical Imperatives. 

His derive normative force from incentive/end 
If you want x, then you should do Y. 

CIs do not. 
Do not do X. (period) 

Moral duties and law are expressed with CIs. 



First Formulation of CI 

“Act only in accordance with that maxim through 
which you can at the same time will that it 
become a universal law” (or a law of nature)  

Don’t make an exception of yourself 
Process: 

Take maxim 
universalize (what if everyone did it?) 
Is it consistent? (If not, then it’s immoral.) 
If so, can one still will it? (If not, ...)



Four Examples (2X2) 

1. and 2. suicide and false promise  

universalized maxim: End life or make false 
promise from self-love  

Contradiction (clearest in promising case)  

3. and 4. Undeveloped talents and beneficence  

Universalized Maxim: Neglect talents for 
pleasure or let each person help himself  

Consistent, but not willable (esp. benef.)



Second Formulation 

“So act that you use humanity, whether in your 
own person or in the person of any other, 
always at the same time as an end, never merely 
as a means” 

Humans are not things. (dignity vs. price)  

don’t use them, respect them.  
Examples: 

suicide and neglecting your talents: use 
yourself as a means  

false Promise and beneficence: use others



2nd Formulation cont. 

Humanity formulation 
not merely negative: positive harmonizing 

I must make others’ ends my own. 
the ends of a subject who is end in itself 

What is humanity? 
in promising example, it’s rational agency. 
In beneficence example, it’s setting ends.



Further Formulations 

Kingdom of Ends Formulation: 
“A rational Being belongs as a member to the 
kingdom of ends when he gives universal laws 
in it but is also himself subject to these 
laws.” (not in reader)  

Autonomy Formulation: 
“Autonomy of the will is the property of the 
will by which it is a law to itself 
(independently of any property of the objects 
of volition)” (not in reader) 



What is of Value? 

Happiness and Virtue 

happiness is the satisfaction of all desires. 

virtue is the capacity to act morally. 

Highest good subordinates happiness to virtue. 

rational agency/autonomy is most valuable. 

reason (and duty) has priority over desires. 



Kant and the Enlightenment
Kant develops an ethical system that 

emphasizes reason and rational agency 
in contrast with desire satisfaction 

explains how duty is a central moral concept 
in contrast with consequences 

articulates duty and its relation to reason 
in the form of the categorical imperative 

places autonomy and humanity at its core 
man has a unique, inviolable dignity 


